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About This Game

It's been 2 years since the first self conscious AI were created. All seemed fine, until one day, the AI rebelled. Amidst the chaos,
a digital system CYCOM, was created and spread across the internet for everyone to try and destroy the AI threat. All have

failed, will you as well?

CYCOM: Cybernet Combat is a fast paced multiplayer strategy game, combining the real time battling of shooters and the
strategy of trading card games.

Key Features
Battle players online and become the strongest CYCOM Battler!

Battle Rogue AI in the Cybernet with your LemonBuster Weapon!
Strategize and Power Up with your Custom Programs!

Move and dodge relentless enemy fire!
Discover enemy weaknesses to defeat your enemies!

Defeat the boss of the Cybernet!
Battle other players in Multiplayer Mode!

Learn to engage in Cybernet Combat in Tutorial Mode!
Speed run and beat your best time in Story Mode!

Beat your high score in Infinite Mode!
Original Soundtrack Composed By Hyper Potions!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Virtual World Arcade
Publisher:
Virtual World Arcade
Release Date: 30 Oct, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4760K or i7-3820QM

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 or RX 470

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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I'm going to give this a thumbs up for now since we are in EA, but I hope to see more levels in the story mode! GG so far
Jeremy!. Nice action and graphics. I enjoyed the game play and the selection of weapons. Thumbs up!. It's a good concept, but
there isn't much depth to this game. You and robots shoot at each other while moving on a grid, but every so often you get a set
of five RANDOM power ups (most of which aren't very helpful). This game lacks a pause button, which is annoying in "story"
mode because the boss is super annoying. Story is in quotes because it's pretty much just 7 levels and then a boss, the same
every time. I haven't tried the multiplayer, maybe that will be redeeming.

Edit: Developer has taken my criticism and is actively working on the game, so there's hope yet!
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